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The key attractions of the JPF regime are the inherent flexibility in its application and approach:  the 

ability to offer a streamlined authorisation procedure for funds offered to up to fifty non-retail investors. 

Figures recently released by the Jersey Financial Services Commission (JFSC) confirmed that 100 Jersey Private 

Funds (JPFs) have been established in less than a year since the introduction of the Jersey Private Fund Guide 

and revised regulatory regime in April 2017. We understand the current number is closer to 120 new funds. 

This further strengthens Jersey's position as an innovative domicile of choice for alternative investment funds.  

In this briefing, we examine why the JPF regime has been such a success and why it's such an attractive 

product amongst the array of international regulatory regimes available for alternative investment funds.  

Its principal appeal lies in the speed to market, flexibility and cost-effectiveness it offers fund promoters, all 

within a well-regulated environment. 

JPFs: who's been using them? 

At Mourant Ozannes, we have helped clients launch a broad spectrum of alternative fund structures using the 

JPF regime, including:  

 numerous private equity, venture capital, real estate, infrastructure, credit and technology funds for 

well-established promoters raising capital for successor funds (although funds of any reputable 

asset class with no more than 50 investors can use this regime);   

 first-time funds for new fund promoter teams, bringing their collective past experience to bear in 

setting up their first-fund platform in a cost-effective environment; and 

 narrowly-held co-investment structures. 

Whilst single-asset investment structures and "funds of one" investor structures can enjoy an even more 

stream-lined regulatory process (not requiring consent from the JFSC's Funds Authorisation team at all a 

simple Jersey Registry application), the JPF regime offers any privately-offered fund that wishes to pool capital 

from multiple investors and spread their risk across multiple assets with a quick, efficient and cost-effective 

route to launch.  

JPFs: the substance behind a successful story of regulatory innovation 

The attraction of the JPF regime is borne out by the number of funds established since inception, but this did 

not happen by accident. Rather, this was the result of careful reconsideration of the existing regulatory 

treatment for private funds that has worked so well for Jersey as a fund domicile in the past. The result is a 
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successful enhancement to the Island's regulatory regime, which continues to underpin Jersey's strength as a 

fund domicile for private alternative funds.  

The following features have made the JPF regime attractive to fund promoters and investors alike:  

 Streamlined authorisation procedure: 

For funds making no more than 50 offers and with no more than 50 investors, the JPF regime offers 

a fast-tracked and simplified authorisation procedure, relying on confirmations from a locally-

regulated service provider (the Designated Service Provider, or DSP – usually the fund's 

administrator). This means that JFSC authorisation of the fund is delivered within 48 hours. The DSP 

will also be responsible for the fund's few on-going regulatory filings post-launch. 

 No application of JFSC promoter policy: 

The authorisation of the fund does not required prior approval by the JFSC of the promoter behind 

the fund. It is instead reliant on due diligence by, and confirmations from, the DSP in respect of 

certain aspects of the structure and its promoting group. What this means in practice is that the JPF 

regime is able to be applied to a wide variety of fund structures.  

 Offering document flexibility: 

Whilst we often see a form of offering document prepared for the marketing of a JPF, this is not 

obligatory under the Guide. This allows flexibility in terms of the detail and breadth of investor 

disclosure, which accommodates the requirements of the fund principals to tailor, as appropriate, 

offering documentation for their investor audience without hindrance or prescription (whether for 

very private, "club", funds or more widely-offered fund vehicles). Where EU marketing is conducted, 

the disclosure requirements of the EU's Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) 

need to be considered if the AIFM's assets under management also exceed the relevant threshold.  

 Open architecture:  

There are no investment restrictions on asset type, borrowing levels or otherwise.  

 Type and number of investors:   

The ability to make up to fifty offers to professional investors means that the JPF regime sits well 

within the strategic goals of both start-up fund managers and established managers with a settled 

but growing, sophisticated, investor-base. This is also facilitated by the possibility of using non-

binding, pre-subscription, "teaser" material, which enables managers to identify their restricted 

investor group prior to circulating formal subscription and offer documentation.   

 Flexibility for structuring: 

A JPF can be closed or open ended. Several forms of investment vehicle can be used, including 

limited partnerships (including separate or incorporated limited partnerships), companies (including 

protected or incorporated cell companies), and unit trusts – in short, all of the structures commonly 

used across the global alternative asset class spectrum. A JPF can be a Jersey or non-Jersey structure. 

The breadth of vehicles available means that a promoter can tailor the structure in the most 

attractive manner from an investor standpoint, whether this is driven by tax transparency, the need 

for segregation of assets and liabilities or otherwise.  

There are no requirements for audited accounts, unless the constitutional documents so require.  

There is no strict requirement for Jersey directors (subject to any additional AIFMD licensing 

requirements – see below), although we generally see at least one director appointed, not least to 
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demonstrate management and control of the fund in Jersey. There is a broad and experienced pool 

of non-executive and DSP-affiliated directors available in Jersey for this purpose. 

 Regulatory advantages for the establishment of Jersey-based functionaries: 

There is no requirement to appoint Jersey functionaries in respect of the fund, other than the DSP 

itself. The restrictions on the type of (non-retail) investor in a JPF mean that, in general, investors will 

be subscribing for minimum interests of GBP £250,000 or will otherwise be "professional investors". 

The benefits of this approach can mean that (with the exception of the DSP) it is usually possible to 

establish Jersey service providers to the fund without their being subject to JFSC licensing 

requirements, including regulatory capital, by taking advantage of well-used exemptions under 

Jersey's financial services legislation. This could include, for example, any Jersey investment advisor to 

the funds and (subject to any AIFMD-related requirements) the fund's general partner or 

management company.  

Ease of interaction with EU marketing requirements  

A significant proportion of the capital raised by Jersey alternative funds is committed by non-EU 

investors. Where no EU marketing takes place, AIFMD will have no impact on the establishment of 

the JPF and its Jersey service providers and no additional JFSC authorisations will be required.  

Where EU marketing is contemplated, managers of JPFs can take advantage of the benefits of the 

continuing national private placement regimes (NPPRs) in key EU Member States. The NPPRs have 

worked well for Jersey managers as an effective route to access EU based investors without the 

additional regulatory costs and burdens of full AIFMD compliance. By 31 December 2017, 291 Jersey 

funds and 149 Jersey managers had been actively marketing into the EU using the NPPRs since the 

implementation of AIFMD, so it's a very well-trodden path.  

From the perspective of funds launched under the JPF regime, active EU marketing will trigger 

additional JFSC approvals for the Jersey fund and its manager, together with the need for 

appropriate disclosure in offering documentation; however, this is a straightforward process and far 

lighter than the AIFMD compliance burden placed on EU managers, irrespective of where they 

market globally. The authorisation time-line and on-going burdens for funds with "sub-threshold" 

Jersey managers with lower levels of assets under management (for example those of smaller, first-

time funds) are reduced even further. 

Useful clarifications and exclusions: 

A practical approach has been adopted in terms of what constitutes an "investor" for the purposes of 

the JPF Guide and its "50 investors" test. For example, carry vehicles have been excluded and 

discretionary investment managers for pooled client accounts are counted as a single investor. 

Holding vehicles and joint venture structures are generally excluded from the JPF regime, which may 

be established by simple application to the Jersey Registry alone.  

Other key exclusions from compliance with the JPF regime are provided to certain family office and 

employee incentive arrangements established for groups with a relevant "family connection" or an 

"employment connection". These will not require authorisation by the JFSC as a JPF.  

For more detailed information on JPFs, please see our technical guide.  

Our Commentary: 

The key attractions of the JPF regime are the inherent flexibility in its application and approach:  the ability to 

offer a streamlined authorisation procedure for funds offered to up to fifty non-retail investors. The 

requirements of the JPF Guide are such that it is suitable and attractive both for new promoters raising their 
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first fund, through to larger promoters with an established investor base raising significant capital for 

successor funds.  

The ability for JPF service providers to take advantage of exemptions in financial services legislation, enabling 

establishment of managers and advisors in Jersey without additional authorisation, is an additional dimension 

that has proven attractive to fund promoters. The JPF fund establishment process compares very favourably 

to the lengthy authorisation timelines and ongoing regulatory burdens and costs of establishing in EU fund 

domiciles, with the on-going availability of the NPPRs providing a well-trodden route to any EU investors.  

These factors and the demonstrable early success of the JPF regime have strengthened Jersey's reputation as 

an innovative domicile of choice for alternative investment funds.    
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